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We study semiclassical pproximations to the density matrix of a system of Fermions in a 
one body potential. We derive an expression for the propagator in terms of first and second 
derivatives of the potential. Our result is thus exact for a harmonic oscillator potential and is 
equivalent to a partial resummation of the Wigner-Kirkwood h-expansion. It leads to 
densities which are well-defined also in the classically forbidden region. 
1. Introduction 
Semiclassical models based on a Wigner-Kirkwood 
type h-expansion [1~4] have recently regained interest 
in calculations of average binding energies of finite 
nuclei ]-5, 6]. Although they have been shown to give 
correct averaged energies [4, 7], they suffer by the fact 
that they yield densities which are only defined inside 
the classically allowed region and diverge at the turning 
point. This defect can be traced back to the fact that the 
exact densities usually exhibit a 1/h dependence not 
allowing for a Taylor series expansion.* 
The purpose of this investigation is to reconstruct from 
the so-called extended Thomas-Fermi expansion the 
original density as well as possible. We achieved a 
resummation by keeping only zeroth, first and second 
order derivatives of the potential. For the harmonic 
oscillator potential, our solution is exact. 
Our work has been inspired by a recent paper of 
Bhaduri [8], who made an ad hoc ansatz for the single- 
particle Bloch function, guided by its wellknown form 
for the harmonic oscillator. Our result shows that his 
ansatz correctly sums up the h-expansion i cluding up 
to first order derivatives of the potential, but no 
consistent resummation ofhigher derivatives has been 
achieved. 
Considering the exact density as a functional of the 
potential, our solution corresponds to a local harmoni- 
* h stands throughout this paper for h=h/2~. 
sation of the potential, putting higher than the second 
derivatives equal to zero. It turns out, that this is just a 
special case of an approach proposed recently by one of 
us [9], where the potential was developed around the 
classical path up to second order. 
Our present method gives less accurate results (at least 
in the interior part of the nucleus), but it has the great 
advantage that one does not have to know the classical 
path. Instead, our expressions are entirely determined 
by the potential and its first and second erivatives. An 
important feature of our approach is that it can be 
generalized in a straightforward way to deformed three 
dimensional potentials. 
2. Expansion of the Propagator in Terms 
of Gradients of the Potential 
To obtain semiclassical expansions of the density 
matrix, it is convenient to study the single particle 
propagator (or Bloch density) 
C~, r, =(  r le -~l  r'), (1) 
where/~ = it/h. The single particle density matrix is then 
given by an inverse Laplace transformation (see e.g. 
Ref. [10]) 
a [  1 C~r. ] (2) p(r,r')=A~ - ~ , , 
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where # is the chemical potential. From (1) it is 
immediately seen that C~, r, fulfills the Schr6dinger (or 
Bloch) equation 
0 
~ Cflr, r' -]- ~ I~,, r" C~,, Ir d3 r,! = 0. (3) 
We restrict ourselves presently to a local Hamiltonian 
h 2 
+ V(r)] 6(r-r ') .  (4) /4r. r' =/4r 6(r--if)= [-- 2m Ar 
It is convenient o introduce centre-of-mass and re- 
lative coordinates: 
q= 89 s=r - r ' .  (5) 
The exact solution of (3) is well-known for the free case 
(V-0):  
[ m ~ 3/2 m2 
c~}fsree) = \ 2~2 ] #-3/2 e 2h2~ ~ (6) 
One also knows the exact solution for the harmonic 
oscillator potential [11]. In the spherical case, i.e. 
V(r)=89 2, (7) 
one has 
C~}~~ =\2~- ]  inh (fih co)J 
m(D $2 
The classical or Thomas-Fermi propagator is for a 
local potential given by 
Cfl(TF) __~ Cfl(free), e-flV(q). (9) 
q, s --q, s 
The Wigner-Kirkwood expansion [1,2] of (1) is 
obtained by an ansatz in which the classical propagator 
(9) is multiplied by an unknown function which then is 
expanded in powers of h. 
To find a more general form of C~, r, which includes 
both the classical (9) and the free limit (6), we make the 
following ansatz: 
( m ~ 3/2 1 e F(r,r';fl). (10) 
Cr fl, r' = ~2~/  ]/G(r, r'; fl) 
This form suggests itself both from general WKB-type 
functions, from the solution found in [9] and from the 
exact form of the harmonic oscillator (8). 
Without loss of generality, we can assume both F and G 
in (10) to be odd functions of ft. Inserting the ansatz (10) 
into the Bloch equation (3) and separating even and 
odd parts in fi, we obtain the following coupled set of 
equations: 
•G h 2 
- -=- -  {G AF-17F. 17G}, (11) 
Off m 
aF V-~--m {(17F)2- 1-- AG 3 } aft = 2G +~ (VG) 2 . (12) 
(The gradients act on one of the coordinates r, r' only.) 
In the 1-dimensional case, the equations retain exactly 
the same form, if the gradient I7 is replaced by the first 
and the Laplacian A by the second derivative. 
2.1. One-Dimensional Case 
The exact solutions F and G of( l l ,  12) cannot be found 
in general-this would mean to solve the problem 
exactly. To find approximate solutions, one may ex- 
pand the functions F and G in powers of ft. Guided by 
the classical result (9) we write: 
F=f~+ flfl+ f3fi3 + ..., (13) 
G=f l+g3f l  3+gSf iS+.. . .  (14) 
(In three dimensions, the lowest erm in G would be f13.) 
Inserting this ansatz into (11, 12) and comparing equal 
powers of fi, one can get the coefficients f, and g, in 
(13, 14) as the solutions of simple linear first order 
differential equations. Since we started from equations 
which are not symmetric in r and r' we have to explicitly 
symmetrize the results. (The propagator C~, r, must be 
symmetric.) A more direct way to get symmetric 
solutions would be to start from the Wigner transform 
of the Bloch equation (3) [12]. This leads to the same 
results as the ones presented below. 
The first few coefficients of the expansions (13, 14) are 
found to be 
2ml  2 
fo(q, s)=h2 ~ s , (15) 
f~(q, s )=!  i V(q,s')ds', (16) 
s) h 4 g3(q, =2m s T [iV(q, s)- f~(q, s)] (17) 
h21{i f3(q's)= 2m s 3 [V(q's')-A(q's')lZds' 
* io '')12 d,'}. o(h4). (18) 
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Hereby we have defined 
V(q, s)= 89 V(x')] 
-~- + q -  , 
VV(q, s )= 89  V(x')] 
I(') -2-! V q+~ -V  q -  
(19) 
(20) 
It makes ense to expand these functions in powers of s: 
fl(q, s) = V(q) + ~ s 2 V"(q) + C(s4). (21) 
h 2 
f3(q, s)= -2mn {189 [V'(q)]2 
+ 721o s2 [ V"(q)] 2 + C (84)} -~- (9 (h4) ,  (22) 
h 2 
ga(q, s) =~mm {89 V"(q) -[- 110 S 2 v ( IV) (q)  -[- (~($4)}. (23)  
We see that neglecting all the derivatives of the potential 
V leads to the (1-dimensional) Thomas-Fermi result: 
IT/ ~1/2 m 2 C~q!TF,= ~/  [~ 1/2. e-2h~s -e  ~V(q). (24) 
Our solution for f l  (16, 21) shows that it is not correct 
up to order s 2, if one replaces V(q) in the TF-solution 
(24) by the average potential 17(q, s) (19) [-13]. Indeed, 
this would not give the correct result for the harmonic 
oscillator. By expanding the exponent in (8) to order fi, 
one can easily check that f l  (21) has the right coefficient 
(1) of the second order term, whereas V (19) would give 
a wrong coefficient (~-). 
The above results how that our approach to the exact 
propagator is given as a function of V and all its 
derivatives. Neglecting all the derivatives yields the 
Thomas-Fermi solution. We now define an approxima- 
tion scheme where we keep derivatives of V up to a 
certain order, neglect all the higher ones and try to sum 
up all terms in the series for F (13) and G (14) which then 
remain. In this way we obtain a series of successive 
approximations which may yield improved solutions 
for the propagator C~,s. 
Keeping the first derivative of V gives only one extra 
contribution from f3 (22), and no further summation is
needed. This gives what we may call the "linearized" 
approximation to the propagator (which is exact for a 
linear potential): 
m ~1/2 m 2, i12 
Cfl(1) __ 1/2 - s . -q,s \~ , /  fi .e 2h2fl .e -flV<q)+~mfl3[V'(q)]2 
(25) 
The form (25) can easily be Laplace inverted analyti- 
cally and leads to a folding of the Thomas-Fermi 
density with an Airy function (see below). 
Including higher order derivatives of V leads to an 
infinite number of terms both in F and G. One notes, 
however, that if one puts all third and higher derivatives 
of V equal to zero, then also all the derivatives of G can 
be neglected (since G is in lowest order, equation (23), 
proportional to V"); similarly, the third and higher 
derivatives of F can then be neglected. To this order, the 
coupled system of equations for F and G then reduces 
to (in the one-dimensional case): 
0G h 2 
- GF", (26) 
0p m 
~F h 2 
= V-2~ m (F') 2. (27) 07 
(Here the prime denotes differentiation with respect o 
x.) 
These equations can now easily be solved to get G in a 
closed form. From (26) one gets directly F in terms of G 
by integrating twice. Eliminating F in this way and 
taking suitable derivatives of both equations, one 
arrives at the equation 
02G h 2 
V" G, (28) ~/~2 m 
which has the solution 
h 2 - 1/2 11 /2  ,~ 
G(2)=[~V"(q)] Sinh([~V"(q)] fl). (29) 
The solution of F, which in principle now is given 
through (26), is not easy to find in a symmetrized form 
and with the right boundary properties. However, 
working out the series expansion for F (13) with the 
truncated equations (26, 27) and summing it up, one 
finds the solution 
F(2)=fl IV(q) [~; - ]  2 V '(q) J 
+~J/-~ v''(q)[v'(q)12Tgh{~lh/-~-v''(q))Lv''(q)J 22 I/ m 
+~s 2 V~,  t~ I Ctgh , / - -  ] (30) 
\2V  m 
Equations (29) and (30) hold for any value of V"(q). If 
V"(q)<O, the hyperbolic functions go over into the 
corresponding circular functions and F (2) and G (2) stay 
real. For V'(q)=O one obtains the "linearized" so- 
lution (25). (Note that all derivatives in (29, 30) are with 
respect o q!) 
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It is easy to verify, that the solutions (29, 30) satisfy the 
coupled equations (26, 27) if one neglects higher than 
second erivatives of V. We note that the non-local part 
ofF (2) is proportional to s 2, whereas G (2) is purely local 
up to this order. In fact, all terms of order s 4 or higher in 
the expansion (21)-(23) contain higher than second 
derivatives of V. Thus, expanding the potential up to 
second order and retaining quadratic terms in the 
nonlocality is consistent. 
The "harmonized" approximation for the propagator 
which we thus obtain 
rn ,~1,2 1 _•(2, 
C~.(~z) -- \~)  1/G(2, e , (31) 
has all the required boundary properties. It is exact for 
the harmonic oscillator potential, as can easily be 
checked by comparing to the 1-dimensional equivalent 
of (8). For anharmonic potentials we see that the 
quantity 
d= IV"(q)l (32) 
plays the role of a "local" oscillator frequency, whereas 
V'(q) 
~-  V"(q) (33) 
is a "generalized" centre-of-mass coordinate. Thus, the 
result (31) is equivalent to a locally harmonic approxi- 
mation of the Schr6dinger equation (3). 
We shall show in Section 3 below that our result (31) 
can also be viewed as a partial resummation of the 
Wigner-Kirkwood expansion. 
We now have to Laplace invert the propagator (31) in 
order to obtain the density matrix. This can be done 
analytically using "Mehler's" formulae [141. For the 
case V" > 0 one obtains 
. ~ Z-(U +r 
pt2)(q,s)= Vze 2 ~ H.( I~)H.(] /2~')  
n=0 
9 O[-~(q)-d(n+89 (V"(q) >0), (34) 
where H, are the normalized Hermite polynomials and 
the following definitions are used: 
2=~ d= ~ IV'(q)l, (35) 
~=~+89 r (36) 
p(q) = #-  V(q)+ 89 tl V'(q). (37) 
For the case V"<O one obtains similarly 
eE 
u(q) e2a {D~(]/~e ~ 4) 
p(2)(q, s) = _ s in( -  ~v) 
i~ ire 
9 D ,o_ l ( ]~eT~' l+D, ( - ]~2e 4 4) 
i x  
9 D~ l ( - ] f~eT~' )}dE  (Y"(q) < 0). (38) 
Here D~(z) are the parabolic ylinder functions and the 
index v is defined by 
E 1 
v=im- -  
d 2" 
For a harmonic oscillator 
(39) 
potential, equation (34) 
reduces trivially to the exact density matrix obtained by 
filling the states below the Fermi level p. For anhar- 
monic potentials, p(2) (34) has the unpleasant feature to 
show discontinuities atcertain points q. This is due to 
the fact that the "local spectrum" 
a(n + 89 + v - l  ~ v'=~.(q) (40) 
becomes position-dependent. We see thus that our 
improved quantum mechanical treatment leads to 
spurious quantum fluctuations. These local fluc- 
tuations can however not reproduce the true density 
oscillations which are global effects. In order to average 
out these local fluctuations in a consistent way, we 
applied in our numerical calculations (see Sect. 4 
below) a local Strutinsky-smoothing [15] which is 
known to give well-defined averaged harmonic-oscil- 
lator densities [-4, 161. 
The most important feature of our "harmonized" 
solution is that it leads to densities which are well- 
defined at the classical turning point and have the 
correct exponential fall-off in the outside of the surface. 
In the case V'(q)= 0, the density reduces to the Laplace 
inversed of the "linearized" propagator (25): 
p(1)(q,s)= ~7(q) u[~ Ai2[-~r(q)(E-V(q))l 
- oo  
9 Jo(Sy2h 7 (#-E) )dE ,  (41) 
where 
/2m\1/3 
o - (q) : [~- )  .[V'(q)] 2/3 (V'(q)=#O). (42) 
In (41), Ai(x) is the Airy function (e.g. [101) and J0(x) 
the zeroth order Bessel function. An alternative form of 
pO) (41) is found using the integral representation f the 
Airy function and reads 
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~t 
P(1)(q,s)=22/3 a(q) ~ P(TV)(q,s;#--E) 
-co 
Ai [ - 22/3 a(q) E] dE. (43) 
This form shows that p(1) is a convolution of the 
Thomas-Fermi density p(xV)(q, s; #) with an Airy func- 
tion, where 
1 
p(TF)(q, S; /2)=-- ku(q)jo(sku(q) ). (44) 
7"C 
Here the local Fermi momentum is
ke(q)=l/~2 (E -  V(q)), (45) 
and jo(x) in (44) is the zeroth order spherical Besscl 
function. For V' ~ 0, the Airy function in (43) goes over 
into a delta function and pU) reduces to the Thomas- 
Fermi density (44). 
In all the above results, the chemical potential # is 
determined by normalizing the local density p(q, s = O) 
to the particle number. 
2.2. Three-dimensional Case 
The extension of our approach to three dimensions i in 
principle straightforward. Equations (11), (12) are again 
solved by expansions like in (13) and (14); in the latter, 
the lowest term is now f13. 
Since we in our numerical Section 4 will only present a
few preliminary results for a spherical 3-dimensional 
potential, we restrict ourselves here to a short pre- 
sentation of the formulae. A more detailed elaboration 
on the three-dimensional c se, including deformations, 
will be given in a forthcoming paper. 
In the "linearized" case, where all second and higher 
derivatives of the potential V(r) are neglected, the 
generalization of the result (25) is found without any 
problems: 
"  3,2 o 2 +h2 
f i _3 /ae -2~Se /~ V(q) 24~m f13 [17V(q)] 2 
 2 h2/ (46) 
(Note that here again, the gradient in t 7 V acts on the c.- 
m. coordinate q!). The density matrix obtained by 
Laplace inverting (46) is again given by (43), the 
Thomas-Fermi solution this time being (including a 
spin factor 2) 
p(TV)(q, s)= 1 3 3 k,(q) ~; ; -  jl(Isl k,). (47) 37z 2 
(The Fermi-momentum k, is given in (45); in the 
quantity a(q) (42), the derivative V'(q) has to be 
replaced by the gradient V V(q).) 
The "harmonized" approximation looks at first much 
more complicated; a careful book-keeping of all six 
diagonal and mixed second derivatives in the expan- 
sions of F and G is required. The problem is however 
simplified if one introduces local normal coordinates. 
In fact, it is clear that for a separable potential 
V(x, y, z)= Vx(x )+ Vz(y )+ V3(z), the generalization of 
the one-dimensional result (31) of C ~(z) is just a product - -q,  s 
3 
fl(2) _ c.,~ - 11 C,(q,, s,l, (4a/ 
i=1  
where each of the C~ is given by (31), replacing V by Vii 
and the derivatives V', V" by the corresponding partial 
derivatives with respect o qr 
Now, in the approximation where we neglect higher 
than second derivatives of V, we can always locally 
separate the potential by introducing the local normal 
coordinates. These are found by diagonalizing the 
tensor V u of the partial second derivatives (with re- 
spect to the c.-m. coordinates) 




Vii k - Oq i Oq k . (50) 
In terms of the normalized eigenvectors a u of (49), the 
generalized local c.-m. coordinates t/i (cf. Eq. (33)) are 
then given by 
3 
th= ~, ajld j, (51) 
j= l  
where 
D_ 
d. =~;  D =det I g~jl, (52) 
' D 
and Di is the determinant ofV u (50) after eplacing the i- 
E ~?V th column by i=-Oq i (q). The local normal frequencies 
(cf. Eq. (32)) are then given by the eigenvalues 2~ of (49): 
o)i =]~.  (53) 
Note that all these quantities, and thus particularly also 
the t/i and co i, are functions of the c.-m. coordinate q.In 
the one-dimensional case, the above definitions lead 
back to (32, 33), as is easily checked. 
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In terms of the above expressions, the "harmonized" 
approximation to the propagator in three dimensions 
now becomes 
3 
Cfl(2)= e-~V(q) 1~ Ci(rh, si), (54) q,s 
i--1 
where 
l?(q)=V(q)-2@ ~ ViDi, (55) 
i=1 
and 
I = h<o  1 
C'(rh' s~)=[2uh~) LSinh(hcoifi)J 
f m(Di "exp~-~--[q2Tgh(~2hco~)+~s{Ctgh(fl2hco~)] } 9 
(56) 
(Note that the relative coordinates remain unchanged: 
s=r--r ' .)  
For a harmonic oscillator potential rh=q~ and the 
propagator (54) reduces to the expression (8) for the 
spherical case. 
The inverse Laplace transform of the propagator (54) is 
done in the same way as shown in the one-dimensional 
case above. Since in our numerical calculations, we did 
not program the direct expressions for the densities 
p(r), but performed the Laplace inversion by a numeri- 
cal integration, we do not give here their explicit 
expressions which are rather lengthy depending on the 
signs of the local curvatures 2u (If all three 2~ are 
positive, the density is just a triple sum of squared 
Hermite functions in the three normal coordinates ~, ~'z 
=th+89 cf. Eq. (34).) 
2.3. Kinetic Energy Density and Total Energy 
for a Local one Body Potential 
Within the Hartree-Fock approximation, the total 
nuclear binding energy is entirely determined by the 
effective nucleon-nucleon i teraction and the density 
matrix p(r, r'). For effective interactions of the Skyrme- 
type [17] it is however possible to express the energy as 
a three-dimensional integral over local densities only 
which are derived from the density matrix. For a case 
without spin-orbit interaction, the only other quantity 
which one needs to know besides the density p(r) is the 
kinetic energy density defined by 
h 2 
z(r) =~mm E' V,, p(r, r')lr=r,. (57) 
The function z(r) appears also in the potential energy 
for Skyrme interactions [17]. 
In the present work, we do not want to calculate 
selfconsistent potentials and energies, but we limit 
ourselves to the case of a velocity independent local one 
body potential V(r). The total energy, corresponding to
the sum of occupied levels, is then given by 
E = ~ d 3 r {z(r) + V(r) p(r)}. (58) 
Apart from a divergence whose integral is zero, the 
density r(r) is then equal to 
h2 [ ]  
r)lr=,,=S. ~,  ~(r )=-2m A~p(r, ' -1 1 (59) 
where the function T~ ' can be related to the local 
propagator C~: r, using the Bloch Equation (3): 
~P=- [~+ V(r)] cLr,. (60) 
Thus, for a local potential V(r) the kinetic energy 
density is given directly in terms of the local pro- 
pagator. (In fact, Eq. (60) expresses the kinetic energy 
simply as the difference between the total and the 
potential energy.) 
In order to calculate the kinetic energy part of (58), we 
do however not even need to know z(r). In fact, it can be 
shown that for our approximations to the propagator 
and the densities derived from them, the virial theorem 
is fulfilled: 
z(r) d3r = 89 ~ r . [7 V(r) p(r) d3r. (61) 
To prove this, we take the Laplace transform of (61): 
Tr fl 63? ' =  89  ~ r .  [7 V(r )  Crfl=r , d3r, (62) 
For our propagators % r ana C p(~) ~iven above and the , r,r c~ 
functions T~ t~ derived from them by (60), it can be 
checked straightforwardly b partial integrations that 
(62) is fulfilled up to terms containing those higher 
order derivatives which are already neglected in Cr~(~ ) 
fl(2) and Cr, r . (For the "harmonized" approximation this 
is of course no surprise since it has the form of a 
harmonic oscillator propagator.) 
With this, the total energy can be expressed irectly in 
terms of the density p(r) and the potential V(r): 
E =S dSr[V(r) +89 V(r)] p(r). (63) 
We note in passing, that the same can also be done in 
the Thomas-Fermi approximation, since it is well- 
known that the densities PTV (r) and rTv(r) also fulfill the 
virial theorem. The integral in (63) is in this case limited 
to the classically allowed region. 
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3. Connection with Other Approaches 
The connection of our results with the Wigner-Kirk- 
wood expansion [14  3 is straightforward, keeping in 
mind that this expansion is equivalent to an expansion 
of C~, r' around fi ---- 0. Thus, by a Taylor expansion of the 
propagator C ~(2~ (54) in powers of fi, keeping the --q~ S 
classical propagator (9) as a factor in front, we obtain 
for s=0:  
( h 2 = - - -A  
[ 12m 
} + ~ IV V(r)] 2 f13 + C(h 4) + . . . .  (64) 
This is just the Kirkwood-expansion i cluding up to 
second derivatives of V. (Of course, the higher de- 
rivatives also come out with the correct coefficients, if 
they are included in F and G of (10) before the Taylor 
expansion.) 
It is in this sense that our "harmonized" propagators 
(31), (54) represent a partial resummation of the Kirk- 
wood-series (64) to all orders in h, neglecting higher 
than second derivatives of V. The "linearized" so- 
lutions, Equations (25) and (46), result in the same way 
from a resummation of the first derivatives only. 
Mathematically, it is this resummation which makes 
the turning point problem disappear and creates den- 
sities with a well-behaved exponential tail, a fact 
which was recognized by Bhaduri [8]. 
An approach which is in some way related to what we 
call here the "linearized" approximation has been 
suggested by Balazs and Zipfel [18], although their 
derivation is quite different from ours. In fact, if we 
replace the derivative V'(q) in our expression (25) (for s 
= 0) by its value at the turning point, we obtain a form 
which is exactly equivalent to one of their approxi- 
mations to the Wigner function (fr(E) in (10) of the first 
paper in [18]). For a strictly linear potential both 
approximations give thus the exact result. An extension 
of the approach of Balazs and Zipfel was recently used 
[19] and found to lead to well-behaved densities. The 
relation between this extension and our present work is, 
however, not obvious. 
The approximation of Bhaduri [8] extends over the 
"linearized" form (46) by the inclusion of some selective 
higher order derivatives of the potential. This result can 
be obtained from our results by Taylor expanding both 
iG<2) I- ~/2 using (29) and the exponent F of (10) up to 
order fi3. This gives 
C,(Bh) =(,~22'~3/2fl-s/211_lh2__~132AV(q)] q,~:o \2~h ] 
exp{-  h2 h2 A2 V(q)]}. 
fi V(q) + 24 m/33 [(V V(q)) 2 - 
(65) 
Contrary to our "harmonized" solution, the second 
order derivatives are here not consistently resummed. 
The form (65) was however shown in [8] to yield 
reasonable densities with the correct fall-off in the 
surface. It remains to be checked numerically in 
realistic potentials, how much is gained by the re- 
summation of the second derivatives to all orders. 
We have, however, reasons to believe that it is impor- 
tant to include some contributions from the local 
curvature of the potential. In fact, the results obtained 
with the Kirkwood-expansion i realistic nuclear 
potentials [7] have demonstrated that leaving out all 
second and higher derivatives may easily lead to errors 
of ~ 50-100 MeV in the average binding energies of 
heavy nuclei (see also in Section 4 below). Therefore, 
the second order derivatives of the potential may be 
quite important in determining the average nuclear 
surface properties. 
In a recent paper [93, good results for the density in one 
dimension were obtained in developing the potential 
up to second order around the classical path. It turns 
out that our present approximation is contained in this 
theory; we therefore briefly want to show the con- 
nection between both approaches. The expression 
which was obtained in [9] is of the following form (t = 
-ihfl): 
C t =( m ~1/2 e-P 
x,x'=qo \2~)  1/~' (66) 
i[ md ] 
ff = -~ W+p(x -q)+~ ~ (x -q)  2 , (67) 
where q(t) is the classical path with initial conditions qo 
=q(0); m?t(O)=po. In these expressions W is the 
classical action, p=md is the momentum and d obeys 
the following equation of motion 
•2d(t )  ~2 V ~ 
m ~t 2 - ~x : f ( t ) ,  (68) 
with the initial conditions G(0) = 0; G(0) = i/h. 
Equation (68) has exactly the same form as (28)above 
which determines our G (2). Indeed, if we keep only up to 
second erivatives of V, we can replace V"(q) by V"(qo) 
in (68) and get back our expression G(2) (29). Develop- 
ing in the same manner the classical path q(t) and the 
action W up to second order derivatives of V, we obtain 
from (67) the expression (30) for F (2). The same remains 
true also in three dimensions when one uses locally 
normal coordinates. 
The full expression (66) gives for one dimensional 
potentials a better reproduction of the density fluc- 
tuations in the interior than our present approxima- 
tion. This is, however, achieved at the expense of 
solving exactly the classical equation of motion, which 
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for arbitrary potentials is not always easy, especially 
in three dimensions. Thus, our present approach can 
be taken as an approximation to the one of [9] which 
is easier to use and can be applied directly also in 
three-dimensional problems. 
4. Numerical Results 
In our numerical calculations of density distributions 
we chose to do the inverse Laplace transforms by a 
numerical integration using the formula [10]: 
1 c+ioo 
, .~-1  if(/3)] =2~ j" e~'~f(/3) d/3, (69) 
c leo 
rather than programming the explicit formulae of the 
densities given above in the text. This has the advantage 
that one always must perform one summation only, 
also in the three-dimensional c se, where the density 
e.g. in our "harmonized" approximation is given by a 
triple sum. Furthermore, the forms of our approxi- 
mated propagators are much easier to compute than 
the Airy or Parabolic Cylinder functions with their 
complicated arguments. 
Care has to be taken to get the optimal convergence of
the integral (69) with respect to the choice of the 
constant c which is an arbitrary real positive number, 
and the limits of the interval in Imfi. (If the argument 
f(fi) in (69) has infinitely many poles in the right half of 
the complex fi-plane, as is the case for our result (31) if 
V"(q) <0, then (69) is actually the inverse of a two-sided 
Laplace-transform; c must then lie within the first strip 
with Re/3 >0 within which f(fi) is analytic.) 
In all our results given below, the integration i (69) was 
done along a straight line parallel to the imaginary/3- 
axis with c=0.1 MeV -1. We chose a numerical ac- 
curacy of the densities at each point of 10 4. With that, 
an interval 0 < Im/3__< 15 MeV- ~ was sufficient (using 
the symmetry of the integrand); the mesh size A fli was 
kept variable according to the local behaviour of the 
integrand: for small values of the variable q, a typical 
mesh size was A/31=(3 to 6). 10 -3  MeV 1, a larger 
mesh was sufficient for higher values of q. Higher 
accuracies than 10 4 could easily have been obtained 
(also with smaller values of c) at the cost of more 
computer time. 
As we mentioned in Section 2.1, we applied a Strutin- 
sky-smoothing to our "harmonized" propagator C~(2) - -q ,  S 
(31), in order to avoid discontinuities in the interior of 
the nucleus (V"(q) > 0). In energy space, the Strutinsky- 
smoothing is usually done by introducing average 
occupation umbers fi~ [16, 203 (which would replace 
the step functions in (34)). In/?-space, this is equivalent 
to multiplying the propagator by a factor [4] 
F(y, fi)=e+~2~{1 1 2~2- -  1 4~4 -~7 P +~7 P . . . .  }. (70) 
(The terms in brackets correspond to the curvature- 
corrections [4, 20].). 
In usual Strutinsky averaging [16, 201 with harmonic 
oscillator-like potentials, the smoothing width 7 must 
be chosen to be 7>hco to get unique results. This has 
also been checked for the density distributions of the 
harmonic oscillator potential [16, 4]. The appropriate 
choice of 7 in our calculations is thus a value pro- 
portional to the local frequency d (32): 
~=a~d=a~ ~[V"(q)i (71) 
with 
a 7 ~ 1 - 2. (72) 
In our calculations in one dimension we found that a 
variation of the proportionality constant a~ in the range 
(72) left the resulting densities unchanged within much 
less than 1% at all points (where V'(q) > 0). 
In three-dimensional potentials, one has to distinguish 
between the different local normal frequencies coi (53). 
In the spherically-symmetric case, for which we present 
a preliminary result below, the expression (54) of the 
propagator C~(2) reduces for s=0 to - -q ,  S 
/ m \3/2 
p (2)_~__ )  (73) Cr ,  r - -  [G~2~] -  1/2 - r ,2 ,  e r , 
2~zh: 
where F~ 2) has the same form as (30) for s = 0, but taking 
the derivatives V'(r) and V"(r) with respect to the radial 
variable, and G~ 2) is given by 
1 
G~2)- hS COr C0~ Sinh(fi h cot) [Sinh(fih c%)] 2 (74) 
with the two frequencies 
co 1 COr = ~ ,  • =] /~r  V'(r). (75) 
A sufficient smoothing is in this case obtained taking 
7 = at max(h cot, he)l). (76) 
This Strutinsky-smoothing has not only the effect of 
consistently averaging the density, but also the con- 
venient advantage that it speeds up the numerical 
integration. In fact, the exponential in (70) acts as a 
Gaussian along the path of integration and thus damps 
the integrand away from the real axis. As a result, the 
range of integration could be cut down by a factor of 
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3 to 15, depending on the position r, still obtaining 
the same numerical accuracy. 
Since this is a desirable effect and since it has been 
shown [16] that a Strutinsky-averaging of exact den- 
sities does not change them at all in the tail region, we 
also applied the smoothing factor (70) in the outside 
region where V'(r)<0, using (71) in the one-dimen- 
sional and 7=av 9 hco• in the three-dimensional case. 
We verified that here, too, the results of the exact 
numerical integration were not changed if a factor 
a~ ~0.5 -1 .5  was used. We emphasize that this smoo- 
thing in the tail region is a pure matter of convenience. It 
does not affect the results within the accuracy of the 
numerical integration, but reduces the computation 
time by more than a factor of 10. 
As an example of a finite-depth potential in one 
dimension we chose the so-called "Eckardt-Potential" 
v0 
V (x) = [ Cosh (x/a) ]2, (77) 
whose eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are known 
analytically (see, e.g. Ref. [11]). For convenience we 
used dimensionless variables, choosing V 0 = - 50 and a 
= 1, h2/m = 1. 
In Figure 1 we present he density distributions for 
three different numbers of particles. (With our choice of 
constants, a maximum of n=10 particles can be 
accommodated in the well (77).) The solid lines are the 
exact densities. The dashed lines are the results for our 
Strutinsky-smoothed harmonic approximation p(2)(x), 
and the dashed-dotted lines represent he Thomas- 
Fermi results p(TF~(x). We see that the approximation 
p(2~(x) leads to a well-defined surface and a reasonable 
fall-off in the tail region. No irregularity is left at the 
turning point where p(TF)(x) goes to zero with an infinite 
slope. In the interior, we obtain some quantum oscil- 
lations. They have approximately the same amplitude 
as the ones in the exact densities, but they are different 
in wavelength and phase. 
In Figure 2 we present for the same cases the "li- 
nearized" approximation p<l}(x) (dashed lines) along- 
side the exact densities (solid lines). In the surface and 
tail regions, the results for p(l)(x) are very similar to 
those of p(2)(x) in Figure 1. In the interior, the exactly 
inverted densities p(~)(x) which are given by (41) and 
(43) (with s =0), have oscillations that get more and 
more rapid, but with a decreasing amplitude, as one 
approaches the centre x = 0. This is shown in the figure 
by the dotted parts of the curves. This feature is easily 
understood from the nature of the Airy functions in (41) 
and (43) and the fact, that the scaling function o-(x) (42) 
diverges as x (and with it V'(x)) goes to zero. Thus, the 
asymptotic oscillations of the Airy function Ai(z) (for 
z--+-oo) are all concentrated at x=0.  Since these 
~x~ 
9 X n.2  




2 ~ n . 8  
I 
0 ' ~ ' ' " "~"~-  
1 2 
Fig. 1. Density distributions for 2, 4 and 8 particles in the one- 
dimensional Eckardt potential (77). The solid lines are the exact 
densities p(x), the dashed lines are the Strutinsky-smoothed "harmo- 
nized" densities p(al(x). Dash-dotted lines are the Thomas-Fermi 
results 
p~[  IX)  
n=2 n.4 1 
0 9 I 0 1 
9 " \ 
2 - " 
x x 
n,8  
0 i I I 
1 2 x 
Fig. 2. As in Figure 1; the dashed lines are here Strutinsky-smoothed 
"linearized" densities pCl~(x). Near the origin, the dotted parts of the 
curves correspond to the unsmoothed results p(l)(x) which otherwise 
are identical with the smoothed ones. (TF densities not shown here) 
oscillations are completely spurious, we have averaged 
them out, again using a Strutinsky-smoothing factor 
with the definitions (70)-(72). The result is shown by the 
dashed parts of p(a)(x), which become smooth and 
approach the TF-densities (see Fig. 1) close to x = 0. 
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Figure 3. Density distributions for A = 184 particles in a spherical 
Woods-Saxon potential, Equation (78). The solid line is the exact 
density; the dotted line is the result p(~)(r) (not smoothed) which for 
r < 4.5 fm coincides with the approximation p(2)(r). The latter (dashed 
line) agrees with the exact density for r > 6.5 fro. The Thomas-Fermi 
density (not explicity shown) coincides with the "linearized" one 
pll)(r) up to ~ 8 fm; at the turning point rx -~ 8.2 fm it goes to zero with 
a zero slope 
In both approximations we get thus reasonably well- 
behaved densities. The quantum oscillations do not 
correctly reproduce the exact ones and should therefore 
not be given much physical significance. The surfaces of 
the densities p(~) and p(2) are,  however, rather close to 
the exact ones, and have a reasonable exponential tail. 
The fact that apparently not much is changed in going 
from the linearized to the harmonized approximation, 
is particular to the one-dimensional case. 
In Figure 3 we show the results for a three-dimensional 
spherical Woods-Saxon-potential: 
v0 V(r) = 
1 + exp(~ Rg-) 
(78) 
using the constants V0=-44MeV,  a=0.67 fm, R 0 
= 1.27 fmA 1/a and h2/m--41.49 MeVfm 2. The densities 
shown correspond to A =2N= 184 particles which in 
the exact case is a closed-shell configuration. The exact 
density is again shown by the solid line (it was obtained 
from solving exactly the Schr6dinger equation with the 
program of [-16] and summing the wavefunctions). The 
linearized density p(l)(r) is shown by dots and the 
Strutinsky-smoothed harmonized ensity p(Z)(r) by the 
dashed line. In the interior (r<4fm) both approxi- 
mations go over into the Thomas-Fermi density. No 
oscillations can be seen in p(1)(r) near r = 0, as it was the 
case in one dimension without Strutinsky-smoothing. 
The Thomas-Fermi density (not shown in Fig. 3) 
follows almost indistinguishably the density p(1)(r) over 
the entire region, except very close to the turning point 
r-~ 8.2 fm, where it goes to zero with a zero slope. 
The surprising result is, however, that the harmonized 
density p(2)(r) approaches the exact one already at 
r-~6.5 fm and cannot be distinguished from it within 
the accuracy of the drawing for the whole outside 
region. We see thus, that in this three-dimensional c se, 
an important improvement is reached in the harmonic 
approximation as compared to the linear one, which 
here is practically identical to the Thomas-Fermi case 
except for a tiny exponential tail outside r ~ 8.2 fro. 
We have thus obtained an approximation p(2)(r) which 
in the far inside of the nucleus goes over to the Thomas- 
Fermi density and in the outer surface coincides with 
the exact density, leading to a well-defined and realistic 
surface region. This density and the corresponding 
kinetic energy density z(2)(r) may thus be used directly 
in a variational approach in order to calculate nuclear 
binding energies with Skyrme-type forces. 
As a first step in this direction which allows to check the 
kind of energies that are obtained with our approxima- 
tion, we calculated the energy E (63), which for the exact 
density equals the sum of occupied levels, for the 
above-mentioned one body potentials. 
In the one-dimensional Eckardt-potential, Equation 
(77), the resulting energies are not very instructive. Here 
even the Thomas-Fermi approximation leads to very 
good results, the relative difference between the cor- 
N 
responding energies E vv and the exact ones, E ex = ~ % 
i= l  
being only ~02% for all numbers of particles 
(1 _<N_< 10). In going to the harmonized approxima- 
tion p(2)(x), this difference is further reduced, but not 
much can be learned from this result. This is not so 
surprising, since on one hand, there is not much shell 
structure in the energy levels of a one-dimensional 
potential and thus their sum can always well be 
approximated by a smooth functional, and on the other 
hand the semiclassical corrections are very small in this 
case. 
For a realistic three-dimensional potential, the calcu- 
lation of the total energy is more interesting. As 
preliminary results for a spherical case, we show in 
Table 1 the energies obtained in the different approxi- 
mations for the Woods-Saxon potential (78) with the 
same parameters as above. The first three columns 
Table 1. Total energies (in MeV) for 96 and 184 particles in a spherical 
Woods-Saxon potential (see Eq. (78)). E Tv, E (1) and E (2) are obtained 
through (63) using the Thomas-Fermi, the "linearized" and the 
"harmonized" approximations to the density, respectively./~ is the 
Strutinsky-averaged result [16, 20] and E exact he exat sum of 
occupied levels. The accuracy is ~ 1 MeV in E (2) and/~ (see text) and 
better than 0.1 MeV in the other results 
A =2N E TF E (1) E (2) E E exa~ fiE 
96 -1872.7 -1873.2 -1824 --1811 -1786.6 24.4 
184 -3785.8 -3786.7 -3724 -3689 -3681.8 7.2 
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show the energies (63) obtained with the Thomas- 
Fermi, the "linearized" and the "harmonized" appro- 
ximations to the density, respectively. We see that 
almost nothing is changed if one goes from the TF- 
result E ~ to the linearized approximation E (1). This 
could be expected from our resulting densities p(1)(r) 
(see Fig. 3) which were almost identical to the TF ones. 
However, in going to the "harmonized" approxima- 
tion, i.e. by summing up all contributions from the 
second derivatives of the potential, the total energy 
increases by ~ 49 MeV for A = 96 and by ~ 63 MeV for 
A =184 particles. Thus, appreciable contributions to 
the energies are gained in this approximation. As we 
mentioned above, we applied a Strutinsky-smoothing 
to the density p~2~(r). In varying the averaging width 7 
and the order of the curvature-corrections (i.e. the 
number of terms in brackets in (70)), we found that the 
typical "plateaux" were present in the functions E(2)(7 )
for values of a t in (71) of ~ 1.0 - 1.6, as they are present 
in the usual Strutinsky-averaged energies for a Woods- 
Saxon potential [20]. The energies E(2) are thus well- 
defined within less than ~ 1 MeV. 
In Table 1 we show also the energies/~ obtained with 
the usual Strutinsky method, i.e. by averaging the exact 
spectrum of the potential. (Here, too, the plateau-values 
are converged within less than ~ 1 MeV.) For com- 
pleteness, the exact sums of the occupied levels, E .... 1, 
and the shell-corrections, defined by cSE = E .... t_/~, are 
given in the last two columns. 
The quantities E exact and 6E are just given here for 
illustration; the relevant energies to which our semi- 
classical results have to be compared, are the quantities 
/~. We know from earlier work [7] that the Strutinsky- 
averaged energies/~ agree within ~ 1 - 2 MeV with the 
energies obtained in the ETF-model by summing the 
Wigner-Kirkwood series up to order h 4. Our results 
E ~2) lie below the values of/~ by an amount of 13 MeV 
for A=96 and 35MeV for A=184. Since all the 
essential contributions to the ETF-energies hould be 
contained in our approximation (the terms propor- 
tional to h 4, which contain higher than second de- 
rivatives of V(r), contribute less than ~2 MeV [-4, 7]), 
these differences eem to indicate that some cancel- 
lations between higher powers of first and second 
derivatives on one hand and the higher than second 
derivatives on the other are taking place in the Kirk- 
wood expansion, thus leading to a better convergence 
of the latter, compared to our "harmonized" approxi- 
mation. However, since the results presented here are 
preliminary ones, we cannot draw definite conclusions 
on the difference between E (2) and/~ yet. For that, more 
systematical studies have to be done, which we will 
present in the near future. 
Another point which we are investigating is the ques- 
tion, whether the Strutinsky-smoothing applied to 
p(2)(r) has not spoiled too much information. Clearly, 
we have obliterated all the quantum fluctuations in the 
interior of the nucleus. In principle the unsmoothed 
densities p(2)(r), although aving discontinuities in the 
interior, can be integrated to obtain the total energy; 
for that, a very fine mesh of integration in the r- 
direction is necessary, thus requiring more computer 
time. (For the present calculations, we used a mesh with 
A 13 = 0.05 fro, leading to a total computing time of ~ 30 
seconds on a CDC-  6600 for one density distribution 
and the corresponding energy E(2).) We are also 
studying another method of smoothing, which may 
preserve some of the density fluctuations and still leads 
to continuous densities. Finally, the inclusion of terms 
containing higher than second derivatives of V(r) is 
investigated, too. 
Our main conclusions at present are: 1. We have an 
approximation which yields densities that are well- 
defined everywhere in space and have the right expo- 
nential fall-off, starting already at the half-density 
radius. 2. In three-dimensional c ses the contributions 
of the second derivatives of the potential are very 
important both for obtaining the correct surface be- 
haviour of the density and for obtaining the main part 
of the semiclassical corrections to the total energy. The 
"linearized" approximation, containing only first de- 
rivatives of V, leads to densities which do have an 
exponential tail but otherwise are practically identical 
to the TF densities and lead also to the uncorrected TF 
energies. 
The applications to deformed potentials are 
straightforward assoon as the eigenvalue problem (49) 
is numerically solved, and will be presented in a 
forthcoming publication. 
5. Summary and Discussion 
We have developed an approximation scheme for the 
density matrix of independent Fermions in a local 
potential V. Generalizing the Thomas-Fermi method 
in which the potential is held locally constant, we 
proceed by successively including first and second 
derivatives of V in locally linearizing and harmonizing 
the potential, respectively. Itturns out that at both steps 
one can sum all the contributions and thus obtain 
closed expressions for the density matrix. The inclusion 
of contributions from higher than second erivatives of 
V is straightforward using the series expansions of G 
and F in the propagator (10); we have however not 
succeeded to sum all contributions of the third de- 
rivatives. This is not surprising, since a closed ex- 
pression up to third order would mean an exact 
solution for the cubic potential V(r)= ar 3, which does 
not exist. We have shown that our results correspond 
to partial resummations of the Wigner-Kirkwood 
series, neglecting the higher derivatives of V. 
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Our resulting density p(2) is a function of the potential 
and its first and second erivatives; it is exact for linear 
and quadratic potentials. Its main feature is that it 
is well-defined everywhere in space, including the 
classical turning point, and has the correct exponential 
fall-off. In fact, for a spherical three-dimensional 
Woods-Saxon potential, the density p(2)(r) is in excel- 
lent numerical agreement with the exact density in the 
whole surface region outside the half-density radius. In 
the linearized approximation, where only the first 
derivatives of the potential are retained, the density 
p(l~(r) is for the same potential almost identical with the 
Thomas-Fermi density, except for a tiny exponential 
tail outside the turning point. 
In the interior egion, the densities p(2)(r) have discon- 
tinuities which come from the locally harmonic ap- 
proximation (with a positive curvature V"(r)) leading to 
a position-dependent igenvalue spectrum. In order to 
obliterate these spurious fluctuations, we applied a 
local Strutinsky-smoothing to p(2)(r), leading to per- 
fectly smooth functions which approach the Thomas- 
Fermi results in the interior of the nucleus. It will be 
investigated whether another way of smoothing allows 
to retain some of the quantum fluctuations in the 
density. 
Swiatecki [21] investigated what we call here the 
linearized case; a related approach which includes first 
derivatives of V is that of Balazs et al. [18, 19]. 
Otherwise we are not aware of any continuation of 
these approaches except he ansatz of Bhaduri [81 who 
summed up all first derivatives and included some 
contributions from higher derivatives of V. 
We have demonstrated that the inclusion of the second 
derivatives i important for the total energy of three- 
dimensional systems. The linearized approximation 
gives practically the same energy as the Thomas-Fermi 
model, thus missing important contributions to the 
surface nergy. In this sense we believe to have achieved 
the f irst- at least partial ly- successful attempt to both 
remove the turning point problem of the ETF model 
and include the main semiclassical corrections to the 
energy. We should stress that we have obtained closed 
expressions not only for densities, but for the whole 
(nonlocal) density matrix. We shall in the near future 
investigate numerically the off-diagonal behaviour of 
our results; since the latter is already quite good in the 
Thomas-Fermi case, we can hope that it will be very 
well represented by our expressions, where the de- 
pendence on the relative coordinate s is included up to 
second order. It should also be straightforward to 
extend our approximation to nonlocal potentials, tak- 
Note Added in Proof: The differences between Er and/~ in Table 1 
are appreciably reduced if one does not use the virial theorem, but 
Equation (57) or (59) to calculate z(r). 
After this paper had been finished, our attention was drawn to the 
work of R. Baltin [Z. Naturforschung 27a (1972) 1176], who has 
ing into account e.g. an effective mass or a spin-orbit 
contribution. 
An interesting field of applications would certainly be 
the study of tunnelling and scattering processes (e.g. 
also heavy ion reactions). In this respect it is interesting 
to note that our resummation procedure using the 
propagator gives besides the right initial conditions in 
time also the apparently correct boundary conditions 
in space. As can be seen from our results in the outside 
region of a three-dimensional potential, the application 
of our procedure to tunnelling processes i expected to 
be especially well suited. 
The authors are indebted to B.K. Jennings for very stimulating 
discussions. 
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